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ARTISTIC INSPIRATION 
BRINGS MORE 
ATTITUDE TO WORK

In the 1830s, the Fairy marked a new era 
of romantic ballet featured by the unique 
"pirouette". Today, designers extracted the 
strength and softness of "pirouette", and 
launched the Varna family, aiming to creating 
modern and stylish workplace.
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VARNA II
Designed for legend-makers

Simple, stable, functional, Varna II exudes 
an uninhibited elegance and commands 
the room from all angles.  
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PRESIDENT 
SPACE: 
FEEL THE 
EXTRAORDINARY

The bulky appearance of the second-generation 
Varna II president table shows the extraordinary 
style of the president and deduces the exclusive 
space experience. The elegant and atmospheric 
shape sends out unique charm in the space, 
highlighting the extraordinary taste of leaders. 
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High-protection electronic combination 
locks provide security for business 
confidential documents. The application of 
intelligent technology further ensures office 
safety.

The top of the side cabinet is set with 
wireless charging function. The desktop is 
neater without cables.
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The maximum length of the table is 3200mm, which holds up 
a solemn and powerful meeting atmosphere. The warm and 
delicate wood texture makes the overall shape more low-key 
and introverted. 
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EXECUTIVE SPACE: 
INDULGE IN DELICATE 
AND ELEGANCE

Open and free, elegant taste is the label of the new 
generation of elite. They are smart and focus on 
functional product design, thus enabling efficient 
office work; They are exquisite and have the pursuit 
of artistic space environment. The new collection 
of Varna II creates executive space that meets 
the needs of the new generation of independent, 
confident and enterprising executives.
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On the way to climb the peak of the workplace, the 
steps of working elites never stop. The board feet, 
which implement the three-dimensional cutting 
lines of ballet foot, is more solid and steady, implying 
innovation and steadiness and witnessing every 
self-transcendence of the elites.
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The back is equipped with a display 
storage area, which can display 
personal collections.

The transparent glass roof is spliced with 
wood elements to give Varna II artistic 
beauty; 8mm toughened glass certified by 
3C can be solidly load-bearing.

The opening and closing of the drawer is 
smooth, to achieve closed storage, so that 
not commonly used small office supplies 
can also be orderly stored.
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MEETING SPACE: 
MORE PRODUCTIVE 
AND INSPIRING

Modern office space encourages meaningful 
teamwork. Different sizes of Varna II are configured 
for different sizes of Spaces; The functions of online 
office equipment, power, and storage are upgraded 
to support the evolving office mode. Varna II makes 
the exchange of information and the collision of 
ideas easy to happen. 
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Distance is no barrier to communication. 
Convenient power fetch function can be used 
by multiple devices at the same time, saving 
time and doubling efficiency while 
communicating online.
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The delicate look of metal foot is full of 
strength, endowing the space a powerful yet 
concise atmosphere, making cooperation and 
communication rational and passionate.
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Circle-shaped counter top natural 
bridges people’s distance and 
promotes close communication 
among small groups. 

Square-shaped counter top is more 
suitable for formal talks when both 
parties could express opinions and tit 
for tat on an equal basis. 
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I-VARNA II
Designed for minds that 
innovate

Stylistic, exquisite and modern, I-Varna II is a 
leading force in workplace fashion revolution. 
Elegant anywhere, from every angle.
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Material beauty meets functionality, I-Varna II is 
designed to enhance your working satisfaction.

Simple and Elegant 

Presented in a streamlined design, I-Varna II radiates a calm intensity that gives 
the surroundings a meditative atmosphere.
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The side cabinet is well divided to stow away computer 
hosts as well as different work implements. A cash 
drawer is included to enhance privacy. 
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Efficiency that Delivers

The back cabinet is configured with a 
retractable hanger rod so that you can hang 
your clothes easily.   
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Screens can be used for pasting notes ( or use a thumbtack if you choose felt strips ), 
or simply lending a sense of enclosure to define a private space. 

Deliver Robust Functionality
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A Readily Adaptive Solution

。 

Stylistic surfaces, powerful legs and neat cabinets together 
constitute a well-organized employee space; 3D laser edge banding 
makes I-varna II distinctive even in detail. 
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Flexible shelf panels increase storing flexibility while 
lockable drawers ensure your property security.  For Here, There, Everywhere

The linear layout can be neatly arranged anywhere and easily 
scaled up or down as you company evolves. 
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Take on Every Look

The frosted glass screen strikes a perfect balance between 
concentration and cooperation and effectively safeguards your 
privacy. Many screen configurations make this product a must-have 
asset to meet your personalized needs.  
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Aluminum-frame screen + desktop 
 
Aluminum-frame screen + desktop  Thin screen + desktop Thin screen + desktop

39
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Premium type      With USB/TYPE-C outlets

Standard type     National standard socket

Two cable box options can meet diverse 
needs in the workspace; 3-direction wiring 
combined with cable box cover provide sleek 
looks and on-demand power. 
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Neatly Out of Sight

。

The interior wiring solution makes wires neatly out of sight. Desk 
pair supports independent wiring for separate trunking, freeing the 
surface of clutter.
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Simple yet powerful, I-Varna II conference table is easy to fit in—and move 
around spaces with different settings. Sculptural lines of metal legs make a 
commanding presence and leave ample room under the desk for your legs. I-
Varna II is a must-have asset for any room requiring brainstorming. 

A Commanding Presence 
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I-Varna II conference table comes in a wide range of shapes (like 
circles, squares) to cater to different occasions and meet dynamic 
needs in the workflow. 
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With its curated list of products, I-Varna II offers one-stop 
space solutions for many surroundings. 

To Be Used Everywhere
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Specification

VARNA 

CEO Desk 

Executive Desk 

EN88L/R-2.280205B
2800*2050*750(mm)
EN88L/R-2.260205B
2600*2050*750(mm)

Executive Desk 

EN85-2.180085
1800*850*750(mm)
EN85-2.160080
1600*800*750(mm)

EN88L/R-2.280205
2800*2050*750(mm)
EN88L/R-2.260205
2600*2050*750(mm)

EN87L/R-2.240185
2400*1850*750(mm)
EN87L/R-2.220185
2200*1850*750(mm)

EN86L/R-2.200165
2000*1650*750(mm)
EN86L/R-2.180165
1800*1650*750(mm)

EN89L/R-2.320225
3200*2250*750(mm)
EN89L/R-2.300225
3000*2250*750(mm)

Desk Baffle

EN98L/R-2.236042
2360*420*1850(mm)

EN97L/R-2.200042
2000*420*1500(mm)

Back cabinet

EN28-2.080029
800*295*8(mm)

EN75-2.240110H
2400*1100*750(mm)

EN79-2.600180H
6000*1800*750(mm)

EN75-2.240110
2400*1100*750(mm)

EN77-2.380160
3800*1600*750(mm)

EN76-2.300120H
3000*1200*750(mm)

EN77-2.380160H
3800*1600*750(mm)

EN79-2.480160H
4800*1600*750(mm)

EN28-2.110029
1100*295*8(mm)

Occasional table/Conference table 

EN79-2.480160
4800*1600*750(mm)

EN79-2.600180
6000*1800*750(mm)

EN78-2.260120
2600*1200*750(mm)

EN71-2.110110
1100*1100*750(mm)

EN70-2.150150
Φ1500*750(mm)

Material 

Main Promotion Color 

W-24B W-33BW-30B

Secondary Color 

E-10

Feet

Polished Meteor Grey

EN76-2.300120
3000*1200*750(mm)

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in 
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.
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DV61-2.140073CG
W1400*D730*H750(mm)
DV61-2.150073CG
W1500*D730*H750(mm)
DV61-2.160073CG
W1600*D730*H750(mm)

DV20-2.071006
W718*D68*H725(mm)

DV87L/R-2.172150
W1720*D1500*H1100(mm)

DV66-2.280150
W2800*D1500*H750(mm)
DV66-2.300150
W3000*D1500*H750(mm)
DV66-2.320150
W3200*D1500*H750(mm)

DV63-2.140150CG
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
DV63-2.150150CG
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
DV63-2.160150CG
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

DV22L/R-2.040095
W400*D950*H645(mm)

DV66A-2.140150
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
DV66A-2.150150
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
DV66A-2.160150
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

DV64A-2.140150CG
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
DV64A-2.150150CG
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
DV64A-2.160150CG
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

DV98L/R-2.236042
W2360*D420*H1840(mm)

DV65-2.140150CG
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
DV65-2.150150CG
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
DV65-2.160150CG
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

DV99L/R-2.195040
W1950*D400*H1500(mm)

DV88R-2.180154
W1800*D1540*H750(mm)
DV88R-2.200154
W2000*D1540*H750(mm)
DV88R-2.220154
W2200*D1540*H750(mm)

DV65-2.140150
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
DV65-2.150150
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
DV65-2.160150
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

DV62A-2.140073CG
W1400*D730*H750(mm)
DV62A-2.150073CG
W1500*D730*H750(mm)
DV62A-2.160073CG
W1600*D730*H750(mm)

DV21L/R-2.040050
W400*D505*H645(mm)

DV61-2.140073
W1400*D730*H750(mm)
DV61-2.150073
W1500*D730*H750(mm)
DV61-2.160073
W1600*D730*H750(mm)

DV62-2.280073
W2800*D730*H750(mm)
DV62-2.300073
W3000*D730*H750(mm)
DV62-2.320073
W3200*D730*H750(mm)

DV62A-2.140073
W1400*D730*H750(mm)
DV62A-2.150073
W1500*D730*H750(mm)
DV62A-2.160073
W1600*D730*H750(mm)

DV63-2.140150
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
DV63-2.150150
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
DV63-2.160150
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

DV64-2.280150
W2800*D1500*H750(mm)
DV64-2.300150
W3000*D1500*H750(mm)
DV64-2.320150
W3200*D1500*H750(mm)

Specification

Executive Desk 

I-VARNA II 

DV88L-2.180154
W1800*D1540*H750(mm) 
DV88L-2.200154
W2000*D1540*H750(mm) 
DV88L-2.220154
W2200*D1540*H750(mm)

Independent Employee Desk 

DV64A-2.140150
W1400*D1500*H750(mm) 
DV64A-2.150150
W1500*D1500*H750(mm) 
DV64A-2.160150
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

Employee Desk with Cabinet 

DV66A-2.140150CG
W1400*D1500*H750(mm)
DV66A-2.150150CG
W1500*D1500*H750(mm)
DV66A-2.160150CG
W1600*D1500*H750(mm)

Steel Leg/Fixed Short Cabinet/Fixed Long Cabinet/Back Cabinet

DV78-2.182182
W1825*D1825*H750(mm)

DV74-2.380148
W3800*D1480*H750(mm)

DV28-2.034006
W340*D60*H113mm)

DV25-2.140040
W1400*D40*H25(mm)
DV25-2.150040
W1500*D40*H25(mm)
DV25-2.160040
W1600*D40*H25(mm)

DV73-2.300120
W3000*D1200*H750(mm)

DV26-2.140040
W1400*D40*H25(mm)
DV26-2.150040
W1500*D40*H25(mm)
DV26-2.160040
W1600*D40*H25(mm)

DV72-2.240110
W2400*D1100*H750(mm)

DV79-2.090090
W900*D900*H750(mm)

DV24-2.140040
W1400*D40*H374(mm)
DV24-2.150040
W1500*D40*H374(mm)
DV24-2.160040
W1600*D40*H374(mm)

Specification

Occasional Table/Conference Table 

DV71-2.200100
W2000*D1000*H750(mm
)

Accessory

DV27-2.119011 
W1190*D110*H140(m
m)

Glass Screen/Column

DV23-2.140040 
W1400*D40*H374(mm) 
DV23-2.150040 
W1500*D40*H374(mm) 
DV23-2.160040 
W1600*D40*H374(mm)

Material 

Main Promotion Color 

S-56 S-77S-57 S-83 S-84

Secondary Color 

S-59

Aluminum-alloy Feet

Polished Meteor Grey

Middle Leg

Meteor Grey

Pulling Rod/Bracket  

Sand Streak Meteor Grey

Fixing Beam/Glass Groove

Sand streak meteor grey

Given that products may be updated constantly, no further notice will be given in 
regard of changes in specification, and the real product shall be considered as final.




